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The Journal de Ciencias Sociales (JCS) is the academic publication of the 
Social Sciences School of the Universidad de Palermo, Argentina.

The journal is dedicated to the various fields of Social Sciences, prioritizing 
interdisciplinary contributions, as well as the capability approach, 
conforming as an innovative proposal in the field of scientific journals.

It is published every six months and exclusively in digital format. It contains 
several sections and presents oriented numbers in Spanish and English.

ISSN 2362-194X

Advantages of publishing in this Journal
(in Spanish)

Support for Authors
(in Spanish)

https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/soporte
https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/soporte
https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/ventajas
https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/ventajas
https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/index
https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/index


In October 2020 the JCS published a Special Issue dedicated to Social 

Problems in Latin America: A View from the Capability Approach

https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/issue/view/256
https://dspace.palermo.edu/ojs/index.php/jcs/issue/view/256


The publication frequency of the Journal 
is half-yearly, publishing two issues per 
year (April and October). 

The reception of originals is open all 
year, although special calls are made for 
the case of the oriented numbers.

Frequency of publicationPeer Review Process

The articles and essays submitted for 
consideration are reviewed anonymously 
by two experts in the relevant field.

The contributions submitted for 
evaluation must be strictly unpublished 
and can not be simultaneously submitted 
to another publication.



The Journal  is guided by the principles of transparency, 
good communication and methodological strictness, as 
they help to build the users’ trust in the efficiency of 
the publication process and the quality of the literary 
products achieved.

Ethical guidelines and good practices



Map of JCS consultations throughout the world, and directories in which it is included



Articles: presenting original and unpublished findings or results of research 
projects based on theoretical perspectives and developed through the 
application of methodological strategies. Submissions to this section are 
subject to peer review.

Essays: providing in-depth reflections on one or more topics in a more 
elaborate writing style. It features original argumentative discussions on 
issues of disciplinary interest. Submissions to this section are subject to 
peer review.

Sections (core)



Social Panorama: comprises brief current notes on various social realities 
and social phenomena in progress - or of recent appearance - through 
specialized analytical and professional approaches. 

International Debates: collects points of view or positions on issues of 
common interest to professionals and management actors of international 
relations dedicated to the current agenda of issues that affect or involve, 
especially, the Asian and African Continents. 

Book Review and Book Rescue section
Student contributions

Sections



This section comprises critical reviews of academic 
books recently published, in which its 
contributions to the different disciplines of the 
Social Sciences are highlighted. 

Book Review Section



How to write the review of a book…

 Select the book.

 Know how long my text should be.

 Know the years of publication of books admitted 
by the Journal in which I plan to send the review. 



Write at the 
beginning of my text 
all the information 
about the book: 

 Title of the book, 
 Author's name, 
 Year of publication,
 If it is published in a specific 

collection, 
 Place of publication, 
 Publisher, 
 Number of pages, 
 ISBN.



• Once I have finished writing my text, I have to review 
it in detail.

• Finally,  I will be ready to send the text through the 
Journal page.



The Book Rescue is dedicated to the recension of scientific texts 
that, while not recent, enjoy wide currency and are based on an 
interdisciplinary approach. 
These classic works prove useful in spawning innovative subjects 
of study and theoretical frameworks through the integration of 
different disciplines.

Another possibility… The Book Rescue!

The Book Review Section includes the Book Rescue
What  does it means ? 



The usefulness of 

Book Rescue for students…

During university study, many times we 
have to read books that are emblematic, 
and it is a very good opportunity to 
prepare a BooK Rescue in such a way as 
to fix that knowledge in our mind.



Finally, another possibility… 

Student contributions Section

That comprises brief monographs 
authored by undergraduate and 
graduate students addressing issues 
of interest to the Social Sciences 
disciplines.
They are short texts of 7000-10000 
characters.



The Journal de Ciencias Sociales, provides open 
access to its content, based on the principle that 
offering the public free access to research 
promotes a greater global exchange of 
knowledge.

In addition, there is no type of publication or 
subscription expense. The entire evaluation and 
editing process is free.

Open Access Policy
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